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As a real estate agent or marketer, you want to
get as many eyes on your listings as possible. To
effectively get eyes on your listings, you should
have a marketing strategy in place, and that
strategy should prioritize some sort of email
marketing. In this day and age, it’s no secret
that digital efforts are the most effective, with
99% of consumers reporting that they check
their email every day and it’s their preferred way
to receive updates from brands¹. Plus, the real
estate market is beginning to skew towards
millennials, with their generation making up
37% of 2019’s home buyers². It should come
as no surprise that millennials prefer
technology and are incredibly tech savvy, so
how are you staying on top of your digital
strategy to position yourself accordingly as
millennials (and Gen Z’s!) continue to take over
the homebuyer market?

One easy way to appeal to your audience and
the ever-evolving millennial audience is to
tighten up your brand standards. Not only has
consistent presentation of a brand been
seen to increase revenue by over 30%³, but it’s a
way to cultivate trust within your audience.
Consumers want to know who they’re
supporting, and creating a consistent voice
across your marketing gives your potential
client the impression that you’re organized; plus
you sticking to your messaging is a simple way
to position yourself as a consistent and
trustworthy agent or brokerage to work with
(and then work with again!).

I N T R O D U C T I O N

81% of consumers
reported that
they need to be
able to trust the
brand before
buying from or
working with
them⁴.
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How many times have you gone to create a
marketing piece and then realized that you
don’t know the hex # of the color that your
coworker previously used on a button? You
send them a quick message, but now
you’re stuck waiting for their response
before you can finish your piece. Or, you can
pick something that’s close enough, but
then you’re headed down a dangerous road
where you’ll never really have solid brand
standards, just loose ideas floating around
the office.

Enter a Design System. A Design System is
a single source of truth which groups all the
elements that will allow teams to design,
realize and develop a product⁵. Beyond
ensuring brand compliance, a Design
System can alleviate a myriad of problems:

Help everyone involved understand why
decisions were made, while also being
required to ultimately make less decisions,
with a single source being the most
updated and accurate resource.
Streamline efforts and avoid repetition of
menial tasks by reusing components of
your Design System, while keeping best
practices top of mind.
Resolve design and tech debt even quicker
with a reusable framework in place.
Communicate your expectations as clearly
as possible, with tangible guidelines
available via your Design System.
Provide processes and back-up as team
members change.

A Design System has an abundance of
benefits, but where do you start? In this
eBook, we’ll walk you through the
things your Design System should
include, things to consider while putting
it together, where it should be housed,
and how to deploy your completed
Design System. So, let’s get started!

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Getting Started

“A beginning is the time for taking the most

delicate care that balances are correct."
- Frank Herbert, Author

01
C H A P T E R
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Getting Started 01
C H A P T E R

When you start any new project, the smartest thing you can do is make
sure you know exactly why you’re doing it and what a successful
outcome looks like. This is where we recommend creating a few SMART
goals. What is a SMART goal?

SMART goals are meant to support your overarching business
goals, so make sure you have those laid out first. Common
business goals look like increased lead generation, increased
brand awareness, or increased traffic to your website.



Create two on-brand sales collateral
one-pagers
Send three targeted, on-brand
newsletters per month
Post on each social media platform
with on-brand graphics at least
every other day

Maybe you want to improve the quality
of your branding and the consistency
with which you’re able to release
marketing pieces. A SMART goal for
these particular milestones could look
like this:

Now, when you look back at your
Design System, you’ll remember where
you were before it was implemented
and be able to see tangible results.
These can be quarterly goals, yearly
goals, or maybe even just a weekly goal,
but being able to check those boxes at
the end of it will feel great (and keep you
motivated to continue using your
Design System!)

Once you have your goals in place, it’s
time to think about the “why?”. Why are 

you taking the time to organize and
streamline your design assets? How will
it help you and your business and it’s
marketing goals? Who is going to be
using it? These are tough questions to
answer yourself if you work on a team,
so don’t be afraid to collaborate. Find
out what your peers are looking to
accomplish or what their particular pain
points are and how your Design System
can alleviate them. After all, how are you
going to get the results you want if you
don’t know what exactly it is that you
want? And how are you going to
convince the rest of your team to use
the System consistently if it’s not
answering to their needs as well? This is
the time to get your ducks in a row so
your hard work won't go to waste.

Your end goals that you’ve taken the
time to come up with aren’t just going
to help you develop new assets and a
new Design System - they’re also going
to be your guiding light as you Marie
Kondo your existing assets. However,
instead of asking yourself if your current
email newsletter design brings you joy, 
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ask if it’s helping you reach your
aforementioned goals. How well do the
components of the design express your
brand? Are you completely happy with
that logo choice and that button color
being used in additional marketing? Is
the font choice consistent not only in
this email design, but among others?
This is where you’ll start to uncover
assets that need to be created or
tightened up, and this seemingly
overwhelming project will start to
expose its’ to do list itself.

If you’re looking for a place to start, we
recommend whatever software you’re
currently using for an email marketing
platform. Ideally, you’ll be able to go in
and take screenshots of existing email
templates for reference, and from there,
be able to pick and choose which pieces
of that email get to stay, and which are
on the chopping block. As you look at
each of these pieces, determine a way to
measure quality. This is, again, where
your goals can come in. For example, if a
business goal is to increase website
traffic, you’ll want to opt for a CTA 

Content blocks
Pre-header
Header
Heroes
Spec blocks
Content Delivery
Callouts/CTA’s
Footers
Layouts

button color that’s bright and attention
grabbing - likely not the same color that
you use for headlines. Or, if your business
goal is geared towards brand awareness,
you can keep that CTA button color the
same, as using a
signature color can increase brand
recognition by 80%.⁶

As you continue collecting your
screenshots and assets, you’ll likely start
to recognize patterns that will become
categories to encourage organization.
These categories could include:

What exactly do each of these categories
entail? How do you know whether an
image should go in Headers, Heroes, or
Features? Well, ask and you shall
receive...in Chapter 3. But first, branding.
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Branding
02
C H A P T E R

“Your brand is the single most important

investment you can make in your business.”
- Steve Forbes
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02
Branding
Before we dive head first into all of
the aforementioned categories, let’s
talk branding. It’s imperative to have
solidified brand standards before you
move forward with a Design System;
after all, the purpose is to keep
branding consistent, so you have to
have some sort of branding first! Let’s
assume you’re a small business that’s
just starting out and walk through
your average branding kit, beginning
with the basics: inspiration. (If this
does not apply to you and you’re
confident in your company’s
branding, feel free to jump to chapter
3, or read on for a quick refresher.)
Pulling a branding kit you like out of
thin air is a time-consuming and
likely frustrating way to get started -
where do you even start? Gathering
inspiration and throwing it together
mood board style can help you
recognize patterns that you’re drawn
to, like neutral colors or Sans Serif
fonts. Canva.com offers free mood
board templates, so all you have to do
is download, and drag and drop your
images.

C H A P T E R
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Once you’ve determined certain styling that you like, you can pick out the pieces you
want to adopt into your branding. Start with colors - if a certain shade of red seems to
show up in your mood board a lot, find a hex code that matches the shade. From there,
find a couple of colors that compliment your shade of red. This Color Calculator from
Sessions College will give you complimentary (and monochromatic and analogous and
so on) color combinations on a silver platter, so you don’t have to worry about
wondering what works. Typically, you want to have one primary color that you use for
most of your branding. Then, pick two to three more colors: one that contrasts the
primary color and will stand out next to it (this is what you’ll use for links or Call-to-
Action (CTA) buttons),⁴ and one or two that you can use as a secondary color when
you’re sick of seeing too much red and need to add some variation for visual appeal.
Then, pick some neutral colors - usually one dark gray color for text, and then a couple
lighter grays that can be used for background colors or supplemental text.

Now let’s talk fonts: because this is an email Design System, you’ll actually end up with
a couple different primary fonts. Email clients don’t support all fonts (usually just your
average web-safe fonts like Arial or Times New Roman), so it’ll behoove you to pick a
web-safe font that you use for email along with a font that can be used anywhere. In
fact, you may want to explore setting up a Font Stack. A Font Stack is a list of fonts in
the CSS font-family declaration. The fonts are listed in order of preference that you
would like them to appear in case of a problem, such as a font not loading⁷. For
simplicities sake, start with picturing a section of your text out in the wild: do you want a
different font for headlines and text, like Medium⁸? Or, do you want to just stick with
one font for both, like Uber⁹?
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Once you know how many fonts you
need, it’s time to begin the search for
your dream typeface(s). Keep in mind
what kind of impression you’re trying to
leave with your target audience: if you’re
positioning yourself as a serious real
estate agent, you probably don’t want to
approach your readers with a message in  
                          However, if you’re
positioning yourself as a more casual,
approachable real estate agent, maybe
you opt for                 And of course, make
sure your fonts are readable, otherwise
your messaging is moot. 

You’ve gotten the color and the font out
of the way, so now you can use those
assets to build out the remaining factors
of your branding kit; time to take the
styling you chose and translate it into a
logo, break those fonts into Headline and
paragraph styles, create or purchase on-
brand social media icons and business
cards, put a bow on it and call it a day.
Don’t forget to include an alternative
logo, or submark. A submark is a
variation of a logo, used in situations
when the main logo is not the best fit. It
is visually similar enough to be
associated with your main logo, but
more simple in design with somewhat
proportionate dimensions making it
easier to use on things like social media,
stamps, website favicons and any other
small applications your specific industry
might require²⁰.

Now that you’ve set yourself up to create
a cohesive Design System, let’s get back 
 to those categories, starting with
Content Blocks.
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03
C H A P T E R

“For every minute spent organizing, an hour

is earned.”
- Benjamin Franklin
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Categories 03
C H A P T E R

Emails should stay between
600-800px wide, which means
all content blocks should stay
between 600-800px wide.

Content blocks are going to be
common UI (user-interface) patterns
that are repeatable across email
design. These usually look like
reusable layouts or headline styles,
and if you and your team are on the
more tech savvy side, you can
include the HTML or CSS for each
layout or headline to make future
recreation even easier.
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Unsurprisingly, a pre-header goes above the header - it’s the small section at the
very top where you can house information that you either want included in the
inbox preview, or that’s likewise important information.

Content blocks should not have
more than four columns -
otherwise you run the risk of
cramping information and making
it hard to read, or email clients will
start stacking your content.
The more images (especially large
ones) an email has, the more likely
it is to a) be marked as spam, b)
load slowly, and/or c) show broken
links instead of the actual image,
so proceed with image heavy
email with caution. For more on
risky email practices, see: Is the
risk worth the reward? An
overview of email marketing's
riskier practices.
Avoid embedding videos in your
content blocks for the same
reasons as above - if you need
movement in your email, use a
GIF.
Will your content blocks translate
to mobile? Make sure you’re
optimizing images and content
blocks to look as good on mobile
as it does on your desktop.
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Don’t repeat the subject line - if you opt for a message in your pre-header,
make sure it’s different content than the subject line to avoid redundancy in
the inbox preview.
Use a CTA in your pre-header. This can be a literal button, or you can use a
message to say something that encourages your recipient to open, like, “Open
me - I contain discounts!”.

A Header is usually the first thing your email recipients eyes will gravitate towards,
as it includes a big ol’ image of your logo, and sometimes a headline or otherwise
important information.

This is likely the first thing your recipient will see once they open your email,
so this is your chance to include the most important information, as well as
include anything that will help the recipient know who you are. This is
explained well in this article by EndeavorCreative about the psychology
behind branding. TL;DR: You’re providing context so the recipient will
remember exactly who you are and why they should care.
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As mentioned, this is where email clients typically pull the inbox preview, so
you can use this opportunity to further your marketing message. A commonly
used trick is to put text at the very top of your email that’s the same color as the
background of your email so as to not impact your design while still sneaking
in your message. Keep your message between 85 and 100 characters for best
results.

https://endeavorcreative.com/brand-consistency/


Your “important information” doesn’t have to take the form of a headline:
options include office locations or social media links.
Don’t be afraid to get creative around the holidays! Maybe your header
includes some snowflakes for the month of December (bonus points if you
create a snowflake header GIF!)
Headers are a great place to include a “View Online” link, so your recipient
can view your email in their browser, and ideally send that link to a friend for
increased exposure.

Well, personally, mine is Anthony Bourdain, but that’s not quite the hero we
mean. An email hero is going to be the information at the top of your email that’s
typically used for making an announcement or emphasizing a specific piece of
information. Or, sometimes it’s simply an image to make your email a little more
visually appealing.

Use high quality imagery. This is ideally what’s going to grab your recipients
attention and inspire them to keep scrolling, so it needs to look good! We
recommend unsplash.com for high quality, free stock imagery.
A note on high quality images: don’t forget to resize! High quality images are
likely to be very large files, which will decrease loading time. Try to keep
images under 1MB.
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Emphasize your CTA - not only does putting your CTA at the top of your
email increase clicks, but it makes it clear what your recipient is intended to
do with the email. Selling a beautiful home? Invite your recipients to the
open house in the hero!
You want your recipient to scroll through and read the rest of your email,
which means you should leave some additional information visible to get
them excited. For this reason, hero images should not be more than 400
pixels tall. We recommend 800x300 px as the ideal hero image size.
Text over image is your friend - a big headline to grab the recipients attention
will improve click rates, as your reader is intrigued enough to continue
scrolling. However, make sure you can still read the text over your image! If
your image is making the text hard to read, try making it black and white or
adding a blur filter.

To further increase clicks,
consider targeted
messaging in your Spec
Blocks for different
audiences. For example, if  

Spec Blocks are specific to real
estate digital marketing. Spec
Blocks are Content Blocks that
are specifically for sharing
listing specifications, like
number of beds and baths or a
listing description. A well done
spec block can be the deciding
factor between setting up that
showing or not; it should be
easy to navigate, visually
appealing, and include
necessary information.

you know one client really wants a big yard, but another wants an office space,
and your property offers both, you can alter your Spec Block headline
appropriately; the client who wants a big years will see a headline that makes
them happy, and so will your client who wants a home office.
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Use icons, and be consistent with them. Contacts that receive your listing
announcements and updates will quickly learn to scan your emails for icons
corresponding with the information they’re seeking. Canva.com is a great
resource for free icons.

Do you have an awesome piece of collateral that you offer on your site? Maybe
someone gives you their email address via a form and in return, you give them a
PDF of Open House Best Practices so they know exactly how to optimize the
experience of those coming to tour the home. This is a great way to get leads and
position yourself as an expert in your industry, and a beautiful email to deliver this
collateral will make the recipients experience even better.

Watch the size of your deliverable - if the file is too large, it may be left out of
your email entirely. We recommend linking to a webpage that houses your file
- this way your recipient has the option of downloading, printing, or simply
viewing on the web. Your file link can come from the Dropbox or Google Drive
“Share” options; no fancy software needed.
Don’t forget the promotional Content Delivery emails! Promoting a piece of
valuable collateral is a great excuse to reach out to your contacts, but those
promotions should be as on-brand and cleaned up as anything else you send.
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Content Delivery can also include follow-up emails to those who either clicked
the link in your Delivery email, or those who didn’t; remind those who didn’t to
give it a look, and reach out to those who did to offer your services and answer
any questions.

Arguably the most important piece of your email, a Callout or Call-to-Action (CTA)
is going to be what encourages your recipient to take the next step with you or
your company. But what’s the difference and why do you need both?

A Callout is going to draw attention to a piece of content, but may not be a direct
link (ex: a banner over a listing image). A CTA is pretty much exactly as its name
suggests - it’s the graphic that is going to call upon your reader to take an action
(ex: a “View Listing Details” button). Ideally, when you send an email, you have a
goal in mind - perhaps it’s, “Sign as many people up for this Open House as
possible”, or “Increase market awareness for my listing”. Your Callouts and CTAs
are going to be what drive people to sign up for the open house or look at the
relevant content. Plus, a CTA makes it clear what the point of the email is to your
recipient. An email without a CTA is like IKEA furniture with no directions:
confusing and impossible to do anything with.

18



Callouts vs. CTAs: A Callout usually includes an image, text and a button. The
button is your CTA. Think of a Callout as the flashy, attention-grabbing
vehicle in which your CTA appears in front of your recipient.
Your CTA should further support your overarching goals. The button color in
a Content Delivery email can be your main brand color, as your recipient is
already expecting the content, and a signature color will keep your branding
recognizable. A promotional Content email, however, should feature a bright,
bold, impossible-to-miss CTA button so your recipient has no reason to skip
over the content you’re promoting.
Callout designs can be reused on social media or your website - this not only
makes your life easier, but it keeps branding consistent.

19

Make sure to optimize your
Agent headshots for mobile
viewing. The last thing you
want is for your recipient to
scroll through a beautiful
email to be greeted by a
giant image of your face that
takes up the entire screen.

A footer is what’s going to tie
your email together - it’s at the
bottom of the email and
contains things like your image,
name, title, and contact
information, as well as social
media links. Because it’s very
typical for this information to be
at the bottom of an email, that’s
where your recipient is going to
look for it, so make sure it’s there
waiting for them and it’s easy to
navigate.



Footers can be a great way to sneak in additional information or promotional
content. Include the graphic for the award you won, or a link to your blog.
Additionally, you can include logos of your partners to show that you have
connections in the industry.
Don’t forget the copyright and unsubscribe information - if you’re using an
email marketing software, this information may automatically populate at
the bottom of all of your emails, but be aware if it isn’t and make sure to
include any legally sensitive info.
Note that the information included in your footer will differ based on the
sender. If the email is going straight from an agent to their contact, it makes
sense for the footer to include the agents information so their contact can
pick up the phone and give ‘em a call. However, if a brokerage is announcing
that a new agent has joined their team, the footer will likely include more
broad information for the entire brokerage.
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First things first: what makes a content block and a layout different? Simply put,
content blocks are going to come together to create your layout. If you’re already
an avid user of an email marketing platform that allows custom templates, you’ll
probably already have a pretty good idea of what sorts of layouts you want. You’ll
probably see templates for things like Open Houses, Listing Events (Just Sold,
Price Adjustment, etc.), Newsletters, Stationery, Holidays, Event Invitations and
Thank You Notes; these are exactly what your layouts will be, too!

Just like your Content Blocks, all Layouts should stay between 600-800px wide.
Similarly, watch the length of your Layout - your recipient doesn’t want to scroll
for miles just to reach your contact information.
Don’t design a Layout that’s just one giant image sliced up - email clients will
likely block the images assuming they’re carrying malicious code and your
recipient will end up with any empty email and lots of questions.

Congratulations! You’ve officially compiled all of the necessary assets. Now what?
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Compiling &
Organizing

04
C H A P T E R

“A good system shortens the road to the goal.”
- Orison Swett Marden
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04
Compiling &
Organizing
Of course, getting all of your assets together
is a valiant first step, but it’s still just that:
a first step. The next step in deploying an
effective Email Design System is to put it all in
one easily accessible place. Thankfully,
organizing isn’t akin to rocket science.

Before you get busy organizing, determine
where your design system is going to live.
There are a few things to take into
consideration before pulling the trigger - will
my system be easily accessible by everyone
who needs it? How tech savvy is everyone
that needs it? How will each asset be used?
Let’s say your assets are predominantly JPGs
to drop into emails (not highly
recommended for deliverability, but still an
option) - you’ll want to make sure to host
these JPGs somewhere they’ll be easily
downloadable as a high resolution file, like
Dropbox. Or maybe, you opt for copy-and-
pasteable HTML, in which case a Google
Drive folder with live text Docs for each asset
is the way to go. A Design System isn’t meant
to be a one size fits all solution, so make sure
it’s checking your boxes.

C H A P T E R
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AlburyCity has a webpage dedicated to their style guide that makes for publicly
available browsing. They provide both a graphic of the asset and the accompanying
HTML, so those who use it know exactly what they’re getting and where to find it. This
is a great option if you’re willing to let your brand standards be available for public
consumption, especially since it’s a simple link you can quickly send over to the agents
in your brokerage.

Whatever platform suits your needs best, remember to keep it as clean and organized
as possible. Ideally, you’ll have multiple folders broken down by our aforementioned
categories with the corresponding assets in each folder. It may behoove you to include
a “Housekeeping Note” that explains what the System is for, how it’s to be used, and
how to request a new asset. This is important to avoid ending up in the situation you
just cleaned up - only certain people within the organization should be given the keys
to the kingdom to ensure your System stays brand compliant and decluttered. This
regulation may be as simple as sending out a “Can View” link instead of a “Can Edit”
link if that’s an option within your file sharing platform.
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Deploying &
Maintaining

05
C H A P T E R

“There’s birth, there’s death, and in between

there’s maintenance.”
- Tom Robbins
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Deploying &
Maintaining

05
C H A P T E R

At this point, you should have a beautiful and fully-realized Email
Design System in your web browser that just needs sharing. Sending an
email to all necessary parties is an excellent place to start, but don’t
forget to write your Design System into existing processes like new
team member onboarding, or company wide collateral creation.
Provide a way for your team members to not only request new assets
from the appropriate team member, but a way to share feedback, too.
An Email Design System should be somewhat collaborative to
encourage consistent use. Use this handy checklist to make sure you
have all the pieces and parts in your Design System ready to go...

26



You’ve branded, you’ve audited, you’ve organized, you’ve compiled, and
now, the hard work is done: you’re ready to deploy. As you and your
team make use of your new Email Design System, remember to
continue to audit and iterate on your content to stay up to date and on-
brand. And don’t forget to give yourself a pat on the back for taking a
big step towards well-branded and cohesive marketing!

☐☐ Brand standards and guidelines
☐☐ Attainable SMART goals
☐☐ Categories for each type of asset

☐☐ Content blocks
☐☐ Pre-header
☐☐ Header
☐☐ Heroes
☐☐ Spec blocks
☐☐ Content Delivery
☐☐ Callouts/CTA’s
☐☐ Footers
☐☐ Layouts

☐☐ Layouts for different types of emails
☐☐ Content delivery
☐☐ Newsletter
☐☐ Holidays/Seasons
☐☐ Thank You Note
☐☐ Open House Guide
☐☐ New Agent Announcement
☐☐ Listing Announcement

☐☐ Just Sold
☐☐ Price Adjustment
☐☐ Open House
☐☐ Just Listed

☐☐ Housekeeping Note
☐☐ Additional asset request instructions
☐☐ Feedback instructions
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Extras
06
C H A P T E R

“I get by with a little help from my friends.”
- The Beatles
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06
Extras

Alt-Text: The Secret Tool To Ensuring Your
Image-Heavy Emails Are Delivered
The Google Promotions Tab: What Is It & How
Does It Impact My Digital Marketing?
DNS, DKIM, SPF, Oh my!: The Technology
Behind Deliverability & How You Can Use It To
Your Advantage
What’s Under The Hood at rezora: Deliverability,
Your Reputation, And How You Can Improve

What Good Marketing Can Teach Us About
Agent Recruitment Strategy

The Guide To GIF In Email
Making More From Less With Your Real Estate
Marketing Content
Email Simplicity: Like Marie Kondo, But For
Email
Why Building Engaging Real Estate Marketing
Emails Is So Important
Nurturing Your Contacts With Intentional Email
Marketing
How Can A CTA Improve Your Marketing?
Is The Risk Worth The Reward? An Overview of
Email Marketing’s Riskier Practices

Since you’ve made it this far, here are some real
estate digital marketing resources from
us to you.

C H A P T E R
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For all things real estate digital marketing, head to
www.rezora.com/blog.
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